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10 of 10 review helpful Utterly Charming Deliciously Satisfying By T T Thomas I ve been a big fan of author Clare 
Ashton since reading and reviewing her first book Pennance Flash forward three years and I m happy to report her 
newest work That Certain Something is an utterly charming deliciously satisfying laugh out loud London tale of two 
people who seem far too different to be anything other than an accident wai Love or money Follow the head or heart 
Pia and Cate seem to be flip sides of a coin But when they meet they definitely have that certain something and these 
questions aren t so simple after a night like theirs Pia Benitez Smith has her head in the clouds of ideals and romance 
She s a photojournalist out to prove herself with her compassionate eye and although not exactly accident prone most 
days trouble seems to find her On one such day she literally falls into 
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